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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The financial outcome of the production process of a chemical plant is the difference 
between the financial yield of the sold products and the costs made to realize the 
production. The financial yield is dependent on the combination of the quantities of 
the different products produced and the prices at which the products sell. 

In case of the production of Ethylene-Glycols (EG) the product quantities 1 in par
ticular, the relative weight ratios of the quantities of MEG, DEG, TEG and PEG 
( = Mono-,Di-, Tri and Poly-Ethylene-Glycols), that are produced, differ mainly de
pending on two production factors: 1) the EO /water weight-ratio in the input into 
the reactor, and 2) the quantities of steam, that are used at different points in the 
production process for the removal of the surplus of water that is required for a safe 
operation of the main chemical reaction. The production costs are dependent on the 
price of EO (Ethylene-Oxyde) and the price of energy in the form of steam. The sales 
results depend on the current prices of the different products, which prices may vary 
considerably in time. In order to optimize the total revenue of the production process 
for the current prices of the products, it is necessary to determine the optimal settings 
of the main poduction parameters, i.e. the water /EO weight ratio and the quantities 
of steam input into the process. 

In the Spring of 1991 Shell Nederland Chemie BV, Vestiging Moerdijk, (Shell Chemie), 
asked the Instituut Wiskundige Dienstverlening Eindhoven (IWDE) of the Technical 
University in Eindhoven to design and realize an interactive computer program, to 
be used by its plant controllers and sales people, that could determine the optimal 
production parameters for its EO-production plant in Moerdijk. The work for this 
design should be carried out within a project, named 'Optimalisatie Glycolproductie' 
( cf.de Jong [1992]), which was to consist of three phases: 

1. Phase : Preliminary feasibility study 

2. Phase : Design and testing of a pilot program 

3. Phase : Realization and documentation of the final program 
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In practice it turned out, that it was difficult to adhere to this division of the work 
into phases: Already three months after the official start of the project (August 1, 
1991) a complete first version of the interactive computer program was realized, which 
program was improved upon continuously thereafter. It turned out, that the bulk of 
the work after that point had to do with aspects of the production process, a.o. 
the flash distillation part of the production process, which had been only marginally 
mentioned in the problem formulation that formed the basis for the project. As a 
result thereof the the project meant much more work and took much more time than 
was envisaged at the outset of the project. 

The final goal of the project was an interactive computer program to be run on a Per
sonal Computer. This goal has been attained with the realization of the IWDE- com
puter program GLCLPROD written in the computer programming language (Turbo-) 
Pascal. It is this computer program, that is the subject of this report, that is also 
meant to be the final report on the Project 'Optimalisatie Glycolproductie'. 

An important role in the development of the program GLCLPROD was played by 
three consecutive industrial trainees, students of the Technical Universities in Eind
hoven and Delft, respectively, R.van Esch, J.Groot Wassink and I.van Egmond, who 
during their three-months stays at the Vestiging Moerdijk, cooperated with the IWDE 
by supplying the IWDE the necessary details of the operation to be optimized and 
by testing out preliminary versions of the computerprogram. In the reports, that 
the latter two wrote on their work ((Groot Wassink [1992] and van Egmond [1993])), 
preliminary versions of the final computer program GLCLPROD were published and 
discussed. These reports will be referred to in this report for non-essential details of 
the program, that are not repeated here. The cooperation and the help of the su
pervisors of these students at the Vestiging Moerdijk, A.J.Te Raa and W. Miedema, 
were essential for the final succesful conclusion of the project. 

In this report, first, in Chapter 2, an outline will be given of the setup and the 
structure of the program GLCLPROD. Also the features of the program are discussed 
in some detail. This chapter will be of special interest to future users of the program 
GLCLPROD. Thereafter, in Chapter 3, an overview will be given of the mathematical 
model of the EG-plant, that formed the basis for the design of the computer program. 
Some attention will be also be given here to the assumptions and guesses that were 
used in the program. In Chapter 4 some (programming) details will be discussed of 
the actual realization of the Turbo-Pascal computer program. In Chapter 5, finally, 
some conluding remarks on the results obtained with the program will be presented. 

A short manual (in Dutch) for future users of the computer program GLCLPROD 
is given in Appendix A and some samples of the actual screen output are given in 
Appendix B. The text of the Short User Manual in Appendix A is the text of the 
documentation file GLCLPROD.DOC which is present on the floppy disk (720 K, 
3.5"DD/DD), that accompanies this report and which contains the executable, as 
well as all the source texts of the final version of the program. 
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Chapter 2 

The Design of the Program 
GLCLPROD 

2.1 The (Menu Based) Setup of the Program 

The program GLCLPROD was set up to be an interactive program that should allow 
the user to change the data (prices and process parameters) for which the evalua
tion of the revenue of the EO-plant should be evaluated. To this end the program 
was designed around a menu program, that provided the possibility of alternatively 
changing the data and launching the calculations. In particular, the menu program 
was set up so that the user could make a choice what he would like the calculation 
program to do: 

• just an evaluation of the chemical production and the corresponding financial 
revenue for a user specified set of input parameters, 

• a plot of the financial revenue for a range of the main (input) control variable 
(in this case the Water/EO weight ratio of the input mixture) 

• the determination of the value of the main (input) control variable for which 
the financial revenue has a maximum 

In a later stage an extra option was built into the menu, which allowed the user to 
either specify the amount of steam fed to the reboiler E-410 (see: Ch.3 Fig.l) of the 
first flash distillation unit (V-410), or, let the program calculate the amount of steam 
to be fed to the E-410, that would result in a user specified amount of H20 in the 
liquid mixture in the condensor C-401 (see: Ch.3 Fig.l) after the last flash distillation 
unit. calculate the same amount of steam from the 

Finally, the menu was set up so that the user make a choice, what level of details the 
output should include and where the output should go to, to the screen or to a file 
(for possible later manipulation). 
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The calculations to be carried out by the program were setup to conform with 
the mathematical model of the EG-plant to be described in Chapter 3 of this re
port. This model was constructed and developed in cooperation with the industrial 
trainees mentioned in the Introduction (See: van Esch[1991], Groot Wassink[1992], 
van Egmond[1993]). 

The actual evaluation of the production process itself consists basically of two steps: 

• the evaluation of the end products of the reactor for given input weight ratios 
of the different products in the input mixture of the reactor 

• the evaluation of the quantities of the endproducts that evaporate in the flash 
section of the plant and subsequently return with the recovered water 

For the calculation of the reactor output use could be made of an analytical solution 
of the chemical process based on the assumption that the reaction rates have fixed 
ratios and (the assumption) that all the Ethylene-Oxyde that is fed to the reactor 
indeed reacts. 

For the the evaluation of the flash distillation section of he plant the individual three 
flash units had to be evaluated in sequence. Each of these evaluations had to make 
use of an iterative technique in order to determine the ratios between the vapor and 
liquid parts in the flash units. These ratios are themselves depend on one hand on 
the amount of heat that is brought to the process by the steam fed to the reboilers of 
the flash units and, on the other hand on the pressure and temperature at which the 
process is allowed to proceed by the operators of the plant. 

After the evaluation of the endproducts for the chosen input and process parameters, 
the revenue can finally simply be evaluated by multiplying the given prices with the 
quantities of the end products and the amounts of steam required. 
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2.2 The Iterative Nature of the Calculations inside 
the Program 

As a result of both the type of the mathematical model and the options made available 
to the user by the menu, the calculations of the production results of the EG-plant 
to be carried out by the program are of a multiple iterative nature. This implied not 
only relative long computer processing times but also a need for a number of special 
measures to insure and improve the numerical convergence of these calculations. 

Not taking into account the iterative nature of the flash unit production calculations 
(,which are discussed in some detail in Section 4.2, p.26 of this report,) the main 
program calculations may be either simple or double iterative in nature depending on 
the special option whether the amount of steam fed to the reboiler (E-410) of the first 
flash distillation vessel (V-410) is given or has to be evaluated. 

A single iterative procedure is called for when the initial amount of steam fed to 
the reboiler of the first flash vessel is given beforehand. The need for an iterative 
procedure in this situation follows from the fact that part of the water, that is fed to 
the reactor for reaction and cooling purposes, is water that is recovered from the flash 
distillation section of the plant and therefore contains quantities of the endproduct, 
that influence the operation of the reactor. To this recovered water fresh water is 
added to make up for water that has reacted or is spilled along the way. As a result of 
the use of this recovered or recycled water, the input to the reactor contains certain 
quantities of the endproducts (MEG, DEC, TEG and PEG) of the chemical process 
which quantities do have an important effect on the final weight ratios of the end 
products. In order to find these initial quantities, the process has first to be evaluated 
from begin to end for guessed initial quantities for the input in order to determine the 
quantities of the endproducts that return in the recovered water. By adjusting the 
initial guesses ,the quantities of the endproducts in the input mixture can be made 
to agree with the actual returned quantities. 

A double iterative procedure is due when one is faced with the requirement that 
only a certain amount of water should be left over in the reaction mixture after the 
last flash distillation unit. The calculation procedure then consists of starting with 
a first guess for the amount of steam and evaluating the whole process in order to 
determine the amount of water left in the mixture after the flash distillation units. If 
the latter evaluated amount is within certain limits equal to the amount specified in 
the requirement, then the calculation may be stopped. Otherwise new guesses have 
to be tried out until agreement is achieved. For each of these evaluations the single 
iterative procedure has to be carried out. 
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Chapter 3 

The Mathematical Model of the 
EG-plant 

The EG-plant may be modelled as described by van Esch (1991,p.8 ] into three (or 
four) subsequent parts: 

1. The R-401-glycolreactor, in which the reactions by which MEG, DEG, TEG and 
PEG is formed, take place. 

2. The water removal section, consisting of the :flash distillation vessels V-410 and 
V-420, the flash heater E-402 and the condensors C-401 and C-402. 

3. The product separation section, consisting of the separation columns C-501 , 
C-502, C-503, C-504 and C-505, 

together with an addition to the third part consisting of 

• The DEG-reactor R-551, in which MEG and EO together react to form DEG. 

The mathematical procedures to determine the output of these units, as a function 
of both the input and the governing main parameters, are discussed in the following 
subsections. 

3.1 The R-401-Reactor 

The reaction between EO and (a surplus of) H20, in which subsequently MEG, DEG, 
TEG and PEG is formed, can be described by the system of first order differential 
equations (for the mole quantities) presented by van Esch [199l,p.5]: 

d(EO) 
dt 

k1 *(H20) *(EO)- k2 *(MEG)* (EO) 

k3 *(DEG) *(EO) - k4 * (T EG) *(EO) 
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d(H20) 
kt *(H20) *(EO) =-

dt 

d(MEG) 
kt *(H20) *(EO)- k2 *(MEG)* (EO) 

dt -
d(DEG) 

k2 *(MEG)* (EO)- k3 * (DEG) *(EO) 
dt -

d(TEG) 
k3 *(DEG) *(EO)- k4 * (T EG) *(EO) 

dt -
d(PEG) 

k4 *(T EG) *(EO) 
dt -

These equations may be numerically solved by 

• direct numerical integration of these differential equations 

• determination of the analytical solution and evaluation of that solution for the 
given data. 

3.1.1 Numerical integration of the differential equations 

For a numerical solution use may be made of one of the better known algorithms for 
numerical integration. For the precise choice of the algorithm as well as for the choice 
of the parameters to be used with the algorithm, some practical experimentation is 
necessary in general. 

A possible first choice for a numerical integration routine for the differential equations 
listed above is a fifth order Runge-Kutta integration procedure with self adjusting 
stepsize. A particular PASCAL-implementation of such a procedure is the procedure 
RKlN which can be found in the TUE-PLIB-library of the TU Eindhoven. 

Actual experimentation with this procedure learned, that the equations given above 
could indeed be integrated numerically, albeit that the numerical integration of the 
differential equations until the EO quantity was reduced to (almost) zero costed on the 
average, and depending on the situation, from a fraction of a second to a few seconds. 
Such integration times for an application which is an inner part' of an optimization 
procedure are in general much too long and should be drastically improved upon if 
they are going to be used at all. 

If for the initial quantity of MEG in the feed, use was made of the following equation 
(which was deduced to fit the numerical input data given in Bijlage 5 of van Esch 
[1991, p.b5]) 

MEG(O) ((1 + R) * (1 + Mgfr) * Mgfr) 
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where R represents the H 20 j EO-ratio of the input feed and Mgfr represents the MEG
fraction of the same input (both as listed in Bijlage 5 of van Esch [1991, p.b5]), then 
the numerical output data listed in Bijlage 5 of van Esch [1991, p.b5] as the output 
of the ASPEN simulation program, could be reproduced fairly accurately (i.e. within 
4 digits). This gave some confidence in the correctness of the differential equations 
listed above. 

As, as will be described below, it turned out also possible to solve the differential 
equations listed analytically, the numerical integration was not further investigated 
in detail as the use of the analytical solutions not only yield more precise solutions, 
but also offer the possibility of generating the actual (numerical) solution in a small 
fraction of the numerical integration time. 

3.1.2 Analytical solution of the differential equations 

As a result of the special structure of the differential equations and the constancy of 
the ratio of the reaction constants k2, k3 , and k4 divided by k1, i.e. the fact that it 
may be assumed that 

the analytical solution can be derived. This will be outlined here for the actual 
situation considered in the computer program GLCLPROD, where only the four first 
generated Ethylene-Glycols (MEG, DEG, TEG and PEG) were considered. For the 
more general situation of the generation of an arbitrary number of Ethylene-Glycols 
a theoretical discussion was given in de Jong [1993, Bijlage 3, p.3] 

In order to derive the analytical solution of the differential equations, these are first 
rewritten in terms of the following variables 

Zt :=MEG 

Z2 := DEG 

Z3 := TEG 

Z4 :=PEG 

which leads to the differential equations 

Y - -y(ktx + k2z1 + k3z2 + k4z3) 
x - -y(k1x) 

Zt -y( k2z1 k1 X) 

Z2 - -y(kaz2 k2z1) 

Z3 -y(k4Z3- k3z2) 

Z4 -y( -k4z3) 

Dividing these equations by the second equation results in a new set of linear differen
tial equations with varying coefficients and with x ( = H20) as the new independent 
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variable: 

dy 
dx 

dz1 
dx 
dz2 
dx 
dz3 
dx 
dz4 
dx 

1 

Zt 
- a-- 1 

X 

Z2 Zt 
- a- -a

x X 

Z3 Z2 
- a- -a-

x X 

Z3 
-a

x 

The analytical solution of these differential equations can be found by the method of 
the variation of constants. Beginning with the second differential equation this leads 
for Zt ( x) to the solution 

z1(x) = (-1-)x + A0xo: 
a-1 

Evaluation of the constant A0 from the condition that for x = R, (where R is the 
H20/ EO-ratio of the input of the R 401-reactor), the value of z1 should be equal to 
z1 ( R) results in 

which in turn leads to 

(3.1) 

Substitution of the first (general) expression for z1 ( x) into the third differential equa
tion makes it possible to determine, in an analogous way, the analytical solution of 
that equation as 

Substitution of the expression for the constant Ao (evaluated above) into this equation 
makes it possible to evaluate the constant B0 from the condition, that for x R the 
variable z2 should have the value z 2(R). This results for B0 in the expression 

Bo [z2(R)- (a ~R1 )2 ]R-o: + a[z1(R)- (a~ 1 )]R-o:ln(R) 
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The analytical solution of the third differential equation (for z2(x)) can therewith be 
written out as 

[ ( ) a:R (.:_)a 
Z2 R -(a: -1 R 

a:[z1(R)- (a:~ 1 )]( ~)aln( ~) (3.2) 

Repetition of the same procedure as above for the fourth differential equation (for 
z3( x)) yields the equation 

Substitution of the constants A0 and B0 (evaluated above) and evaluation of the 
constant Co from the condition, that for for x = R the variable z3 should have the 
value z3 ( R) yields the expression 

a2R aR 
Co= [z3(R)- (a_ l)3)R-a + a[z2(R)- (a_ 1)2 ]R-aln(R) 

+ !a2[zt(R)- (~)]R-aln2(R) 
2 a-1 

The analytical solution of the fourth differential equation (for z3( x)) follows therewith 
then as 

(3.3) 

The analytical solution of the last differential equation (for z4 ) may be obtained 
in a somewhat simpler way after one has discovered, that the sum of the last four 
differential equations gives the differential equation 

10 



which can be integrated directly to yield 

Returning now to the analytical solution of the (first) differential equation for y( x) ( = 
EO(H20)): 

dy = 1 
dx 

Z1 Z2 Z3 + a-+a-+a-
x X X 

it may be noted, that in principle such a solution is possible by direct integration as 
analytical expressions in terms of x exist for the variables appearing in the righthand 
side. The resulting expression, however, is very complicated, and one might ask 
whether the use of an approximate solution would not be preferable for the case at 
hand. 

It may be recalled, that the solution of this particular differential equation is only 
required in order to find the value of x, or better ~' which is the fraction of the 
original H20, that is present at that point in time where all EO has reacted(, sothat 
y(x) = 0). In practice there will allways be a very small nonzero amount of EO, 
that has not reacted at the exit of the R-401-reactor. A small positive error in the 
theoretical value would in a way even better agree with the practical situation than 
the theoretical value of zero! The amounts of the reactants M EG,DEG,T EG and 
PEG are the exact solutions of the given differential equations for the value of ~ 
found, only the corresponding value of EO is only approximately instead of exact 
zero. 

An approximate solution of the first differential equation presents itself if one sub
stitutes the found (exact) expression for z4 ( x) into the righthand side. This results 
Ill 

If one assumes z4 ( x) to be small relative to the remaining expression within the brack
ets, then one may delete this term and end up with the much simpler approximate 
differential equation 

dy a 
-d = 1 + -[R- x + z1(R) + z2(R) + Z3(R) + z4(R)J 

X X 

or 

dy a 
-d =-(a -1) + -[R + z1(R) + z2(R) + z3(R) + z4(R)J 

X X 
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which differential equation has the solution 

y(x) =-(a- l)x + a[R + z1(R) + z2(R) + za(R) + z4(R)]ln(x) +Do 

Evaluation of the constant Do from the condition that for x = R one should have 
y = 1, then results in 

Do= 1 +(a- l)R- a[R + z1(R) + z2(R) + za(R) + z4(R)]ln(R) 

and substitution then gives 

X X 
y = 1 + R(a- 1)(1- ( R)) + a[R + z1(R) + z2(R) + z3(R) + Z4(R)]ln( R) 

If one sets y = 0, then the resulting equation 

should be solved to determine the value of ~ at the output side of the reactor R-401. 
For this purpose use can be made efficiently of relatively simple numerical zero-seeking 
algorithms. 

In the computer program G LCLPRO D implementations of the equations ( 3.1) to ( 3.5) 
were used to determine the (analytical solution of) the output of the R-401 reactor. 
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3.2 The Water Removal Section 

The chemical reaction by which the Ethylene-Glycols are formed takes place in the R-
401 reactor in a surplus of water. This water has to be removed in the water removal 
section, consisting of the two flash distillation units V-410 and V-420, the flash heater 
E-402, the glycolconcentrator C-401 and the glycol dehydration column C-402. The 
operation of these units are of importance for the economical optimization of the glycol 
production as their operation determines the amount of MEG in the water input of 
the R-401-reactor and the amount of steam to be ordered from the steam plant. A 
schematic sketch of the glycol production unit (taken from [Groot Wassink(1992), 
p.2a]) is given in Figure 1 . 

3.2.1 Flash and Regular Distillation 

The principal operation of the first three water removal units (the two flash distillation 
units V-410 and V-420 and the flash heater E-402) is equilibrium or flash distillation. 
This implies that fluid mixtures are brought into an environment, where the pressure 
is lower and/or the temperature higher, so that the fluid components in the mixture 
partially evaporate. As the fractions that evaporate are much larger for the volatile 
components than for the less volatile ones, the fraction of the volatile components in 
the vapor mixtures will be (much) larger than the corresponding fraction in the liquid 
mixture. The liquid mixture that results will have a smaller fraction of the volatile 
components than before. 

After the (temperature/pressure dependent) equilibria between the vapor and the 
liquid mixtures in the flash units have been reached, the mixtures are separated: the 
liquid mixtures are sent as input to the succeeding units, the vapor mixtures, which 
for the main part consist of steam, are condensed by cooling and sent to the input 
side of the R-401 reactor. There the latter are mixed again with new water and new 
EO to form the new input to the reactor. The condensation of these vapor mixtures is 
partly realized in the reboilers of the succeeding units (See Fig.l ). The vapor mixtures 
thus sent back to the R-401 reactor contain fractions of MEG (and the higher EG's: 
DEG, TEG and PEG) and these 'recycled' fractions, in particular the MEG fraction, 
do play an important role in the actual chemical process in the reactor and as such 
are of importance for the final composition of the output of the R-401 reactor. For 
that reason, the 'recycling' of MEG has to be included in the model of the glycol 
production that has to be considered for economic optimization purposes. 

In the operation of the flash units use is made of sizeable amounts of steam which 
are condensed in heat exchangers and reboilers for heating purposes. In particular, 
the fractions of the inputs to the flash units that become vapor in these units are 
directly dependent on the amounts of heat and thus on the amounts of steam which 
are supplied to the reboilers. For the economic optimization the cost of the steam is 
therefore an other factor, that has to be taken into account. 
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The two remaining water separation units, the glycolconcentrator C-401 and the glycol 
dehydration column C-402, are regular distillation columns, in which distillation takes 
place at different levels in the columns. These units are operated in such a way 
that the outputs satisfy certain preset specifications. In relation with the economic 
optimization they are of interest as their operation requires steam for heating purposes 
via the reboiler E-405 (See Fig.l ). 

Below we will outline the mathematical model of this part of the EG-plant. We follow 
thereby very closely the description of the model for this part given by Groot Wassink 
[Groot Wassink(1992)], which was later worked out in more detail by van Egmond [van 
Egmond(1993)J. This latter worked out model, that will be outlined hereafter, has 
been implemented in the final version of the IWDE computer program GLCLPROD. 

Preliminary versions of the IWDE computer program GLCLPROD were extensively 
used by both Groot Wassink and van Egmond for the generation of their numer
ical results. Descriptions and listings of these preliminary versions may be found, 
together with some comments and advice in the earlier mentioned references [Groot 
Wassink(1992)] and [van Egmond(1993)]. 

3.2.2 Numerical calculations for the flash units 

In order to explain how the output of the flash (distillation) units can be determined 
quantitatively the following notation will be used: 

Xi : mole fraction of component i in the liquid phase 

Yi : mole fraction of component i in the vapor phase 

Zi : mole fraction of component i in the input (liquid) 

and 

l: the mole fraction of the input that remains in the liquid phase 

v: the mole fraction of the input that goes over in the vapor phase 

From the Law of Conservation of Material it immediately follows that for the total 
mass flow 

f+v=l 

and for each component similarly 
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As a result of the physical equilibrium in the individual :flash units, there exists for 
each component i an equilibrium relation between the mole fraction Xi in the liquid 
phase and the mole fraction Yi of the same component i in the vapor phase. This 
equilibrium relation is known as the Law of Raoult [Groot Wassink(1992), p.6], and 
can be written down as 

P P sat Yi =Xi i (3.6) 

where 

P the total pressure (of the vapor phase), and 

Prt the pure (saturation) vapor pressure of component i. 

The vapor (saturation) pressure is a function of the temperature Tin the :flash unit. 
Taking this into account one can follow the usual practice in the chemical literature 
and define a temperature and pressure dependent 'K-value' for each of the components 
i in the mixture as 

p:sat 
Ki(P,T) = -'p (3.7) 

Therewith the equation for the relationship between the mole fraction of component 
i in the vapor phase and the mole fraction of component i in the liquid phase can be 
rewritten as 

Yi = Ki(P, T) Xi 

and the equation for the total mole fraction of component i in the mixture, similarly, 
as 

(3.8) 

This relation, which can be written out for each of the components of the mixture, 
links the mole fraction Zi of the input of the :flash unit to the corresponding mole 
fraction Xi in the liquid part of the output. As such the set of the n equations for all 
n components in the :flash unit mixture can be used for the numerical calculation of 
the composition of the output of the :flash units. 

In order to solve the full set of equations (3.8) one needs to know the K-values for 
each of the components and the overall vapor fraction v in the :flash unit. These data 
depend in a complicated way on the temperature and the pressure, the mole fractions 
in the mixture and - and this relates in particular to the vapor fraction v - the amount 
of heat supplied to the system. The numerical solution of the equations (3.8) in the 
way as this is carried out in the computer program GLCLPROD is worked out below. 
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For the numerical determination of the K-values Ki(P, T) the vapor saturation pres
sures Pta.t and the total pressure P should be evaluated: 

The pressures, Prt can be determined for each of the components i with the Equa
tion of Antoine,[Groot Wassink(1992), p.7], which gives an expression for the vapor 
pressure in a still with both the liquid and the vapor phase as a function of the 
temperature T: 

(3.9) 

Here Ai, Bi and Ci are given constants for each different component i. Numerical val
ues for these constants for the chemical compounds of interest in the glycol production 
may be found in the chemical literature [Groot Wassink(1992),ref.[4]]. 

The total pressure P can be evaluated once one makes the assumption of an ideal 
mixture. Then 

n 

p = L Xi ~sat 
i=l 

(3.10) 

Thus, in order to make use of the set of equations (3.8) for the determination of the 
input mole fractions of the different components, one needs to know the temperature 
T and the pressure P in the flash unit as well as all mole fractions Xi of the components 
in the liquid mixture near the output side of the unit. In addition, one needs to know 
the (overall) vapor and/or liquid fraction (v and/or l) in the flash unit considered, 
which itself is dependent to the amount of heat supplied to the system in the reboilers 
and the mole fractions of the individual components in the liquid mixture. 

All these data are related to the 'output side' of the flash distillation operation. This 
implies, that given all output data, the data related to the input can be determined. 
For the calculation of the output as a function of the input use has to be made of an 
inversion operation which improves the successively better guesses of the output data 
that correspond to the given input data. In the practice of numerical analysis such 
inversion operations are often carried out by some Newton-Raphson type algorithm. 

In the following the inversion operation will be considered in two steps: first, the 
operation will be applied for assumed fixed values of the (overall) vapor fractions v; 
secondly, the (overall) vapor fractions v will be correctly determined as a function of 
the amount of heat (by means of steam) that is supplied to the process. The first 
inversion operation will emphasize the generation of the correct values of the recycled 
MEG-quantities, the second inversion will emphasize the determination of the coorect 
total amount of steam supplied to the production process. 
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3.2.3 The determination of the amount of 'recycled' MEG 

Equations (3. 7),(3.8),(3.9) and (3.10) provide the possibility to calculate the input 
mole fractions Zi if one has given (guessed) values for the mole fractions Xi of the 
components in the liquid part of the output, the temperature T of the :flash unit and 
the (overall) vapor fraction v present in the :flash unit. 

Using a Newton-Raphson type of algorithm this calculation procedure can be inverted 
to solve the problem: 
'Given the (overall) vapor fraction v, the (end-)temperature T and the mole fractions 
Zi in the input of any :flash unit, determine the mole fractions Xi in the liquid phase 
of the output of that :flash unit'. 
Once these mole fractions Xi are calculated, the corresponding mole fractions Yi in the 
vapor phase may readily be calculated together with the resulting total pressure P in 
the :flash unit. 

Assuming that all mole fractions MEG that are present in the vapor phase of the 
successive :flash units are returned to the input of the R-401 reactor, it is possible 
to determine the recycled amount of MEG for any input composition of the R-401 
reactor. Applying a simple onedimensional regula falsi algorithm to the mole fraction 
of the MEG in the input to the R-401-reactor this mole fraction can iteratively be 
adjusted to let the mole fraction MEG in the input be equal to the mole fraction of 
the recycled MEG calculated as discussed above. 

The described calculations thus make it possible to determine for given assumed values 
of the (overall) vapor fraction v accurately the mass :flow of MEG that is returned 
to the input of the R-401 reactor when the initial input mass :flow of H20, EO and 
MEG is given. The mass :flow of MEG in the input of the R-401 reactor that results in 
exactly the same 'recycled' MEG mass :flow as output may be determined by a simple 
iterative procedure that, in the spirit of the Newton-Raphson algorithm, adjusts the 
input so as to obtain in the end the desired same MEG mass :flow as output in return. 
A discussion of the results of the determination of this 'Recycled-MEG mass :flow' by 
Groot Wassink with the July 1992 implementation of the described program may be 
found in the earlier mentioned reference [Groot Wassink(1992), p.6]. 

In principle it might be possible to apply a multidimensional secant algorithm to the 
mole fractions of all EG-components in the input of the R-401 reactor. In practice it 
turned out, that the application of a one dimensional secant algorithm to the mole 
fraction of the MEG in the input in the program GLCLPRO resulted already in an 
almost perfect adjustment of the mole fractions of the other other (recycled) Ethylene
Glycols DEG, TEG and PEG. For that reason no special effort was made to replace 
the one dimensional secant algorithm by a multidimensional one. 

In the practical operation of the flash units V-401, V402 and E-402 not the tempera
ture T, but rather the pressure P is kept at a preset fixed value. In principle it might 
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be possible to include the determination of the proper value of T for a given fixed 
value of Pin the Newton-Raphson operation described above. This, however, would 
complicate the calculations in a severe way and that in a situation, where there exists 
a direct relation between the temperature T and the pressure P of the flash unit for a 
given set of mole fractions Xi via the earlier given equation (3.10) for the total pressure 
P. In particular, as the constants Ai, Bi and Ci have different values for the different 
components i in a mixture, one can also use the Equation of Antoine to determine 
the (end-)temperature T, which corresponds to a given total vapor pressure P and 
given mole fractions Xi of the components i in the liquid phase of the output. 

3.2.4 The determination of the steam supply 

In the glycol production plant steam is supplied to the production process at three 
locations (See Fig.l ). 

at the input side of the R-401 reactor to warm up the input mass flow to the desired 
temperature value. (This is an amount of heat, the actual value of which depends 
directly on the total input mass flow, which is therefore easy to evaluate.) 

at the reboiler of flash unit V-401 in order to take care of the required amount of 
heat required for evaporisation of the volatile parts of the mass flow( s) through 
the flash units. (It is this amount of heat, that in the end determines the (overall) 
vapor fraction v in the subsequent flash units). 

at the reboiler of the second regular distillation column C-402 in order to take care 
of the required heat for the distillation conform the preset specifications of the 
remaining mass flow. (This amount of heat may be determined relatively simple 
as soon as the composition of the end mass flow is known) 

At these locations there are heat exchangers and/or reboilers, where the supplied 
steam is condensed and the resulting water cooled off. The amount of heat, that 
comes available in this way at these locations is given by the expression 

f:::.Hsteam = Cv,Steam msteam + Cp,Steam l:::.T msteam 

where 

l:::.Hsteam : amount of heat (enthalpy) in kJoule/hr 

msteam : mass flow of steam in ton/hr 

Cv,Steam : heat of vaporization of steam per ton 

Cp,Steam : heat capacity of steam per °Kjton 

l:::.T : temperature difference in °K 
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The heat of vaporization Cv,Steam and the heat capacity Cp,Steam both depend on the 
temperature. Detailed data on this temperature dependence can be found in the 
chemical literature. (See Groot Wassink (1992), ref.[4]). 

The heat supply by the condensation of steam is not the only heat supply to the glycol 
production. The other source of heat is the chemical reaction heat, that comes free 
during the chemical reaction in the R-401-reactor. This reaction heat is used in full in 
the reactor to warm up the output mixture. The result is a certain exit temperature 
of the R-401 reactor which is of importance for amount of heat derived from the steam 
which is still to be added in order to get the (specified) (end-)temperatures (and/or 
(end-)pressures) of the flash units and the (overall) (specified) fractions v of the input 
that are vaporized in the flash units. 

A third source for the heat supply of the glycol production is the heat that is supplied 
by the output vapor mixtures of the flash units V-410 and V-420 and E-402, which 
serve the same role as the steam from outside in the reboilers of, respectively, the 
flash units V-420 and E-402 and the glycolconcentrator C-401. In this way the heat 
supplied by the steam of the steam plant is in a sense used 'more than once'. 

The heat which is supplied to the glycol production process is used for two purposes. 

1 To evaporate the volatile components of the input mixtures to the flash distillation 
units, the the glycolconcentrator and the glycol dehydration column. 

2 To warm up or (cool down) the liquid and vapor mixtures that are generated in 
the different units. 

If the (overall) vapor fraction v and the (end-)temperature T (or (end-)pressure) P) is 
known, then it is straightforward to calculate the required amount of heat that should 
be supplied to each of the (flash) distillation operations. The expresion to be used is 
similar to the one given above with only the strings 'steam' replaced by the strings 
'mixture' 

f:::.Hmixture = Cv,mixture ffimixture + Cp,mixture f:::.T ffimixture 

The coefficients Cv,mixture and Cp,mixture in these expressions are in this case not only 
dependent on the (end-)temperature T, but also on the actual composition of the 
mixtures involved. The actual value will be the sum of the individual coefficients for 
the components each time multiplied by the fraction that that particular component 
represents in the total of the mixture. 

The actual (overall) vapor fraction v, that is a major output parameter that char
acterizes the output of a (flash) destillation unit, is in general not given but instead 
depends in practice on the amount of heat supplied to the unit. The determination of 
the vapor fraction as a function of the heat (or steam) input if one use again a Newton
Raphson algorithm approach as discussed before. It should be remarked at this point, 
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however, that the multiple use of 'nested' Newton Raphson procedures as in this case 
for the calculation of the glycol production are time consuming. Good guesses for the 
starting values for these Newton-Raphson algorithms are in this situation important 
in order to keep the computing times at a reasonable level. 

In the actual implementation of the calculation of the steam supply in the program 
GLCLPROD use was made of the detailed equations, numerical values and numerical 
guesses as specified by van Egmond (van Egmond(1993), Section 4.4,p.ll) 
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3.3 The Product Separation Section 

In the separation section of the EG-plant the dehydrated output is split up into the 
various ethylene-glycoles. The cost of this operation is proportional to the amounts 
of the different products that are recovered. For the economic optimization it would 
suffice in principle to take these costs into account as a correction of the price of the 
individual products. 

A special part of the separation section is the DEG-reactor R-551. In this reactor 
DEG is upgraded to TEG by letting it react with EO. The amount of DEG, that 
can he upgraded is limited by the capacity of the reactor. As long as the price of 
TEG relative to the price of DEG is such, that is profitable to upgrade DEG, then 
the optimal economic solution will be to upgrade much DEG as possible. A more 
detailed consideration of the costs may shed light on the question when and when not 
choose for this option. Possibly also attention might be be paid to the evaluation of 
the amount of heat to be delivered by the use of steam for heating purposes by this 
part of the plant. 
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Chapter 4 

Programming Details of 
GLCLPROD 

The program GLCLPROD has been written in (the computer language) Turbo-Pascal. 
The choice for this lanuage was based on previous good experiences with this language 
for computer programs written for application programs to be run on Personal Com
puters. The language is one hand very well structured, yet relatively easy to use 
for general applications. The compiler for the language produced by Borland specifi
cally for Personal computers is fast and user friendly. For the specific writing of the 
program GLCLPROD use was made of the command-line version of this compiler. 

4.1 Main Building Blocks (Units) of the Program 

Typical for the more recent applications of Pascal is the use of 'units'. These are 
programs which serve as libraries for procedures. The use of 'units' makes it possible 
to split a long program into a number of smaller subprograms, which may be compiled 
independent of each other. In case of the program GLCLPROD the total source 
program consisted of one main program 

GLCLPROD.PAS 

eight application specific units 

GLCLDECL.PAS 
GLCLMENU.PAS 
GLCLINIT.PAS 
GLCLNUMD.PAS 

GLCLREAC.PAS 
GLCLFLSH.PAS 
GLCLRCCL.PAS 
GLCLCRIT.PAS 
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and five general units 

DECL.PAS 
ZERO.PAS 
LUSOLV.PAS 

MENU.PAS 
PLOT.PAS 

In comparison with earlier descriptions of the program (e.g. in [van Egmond,1993], 
the final source program consists of one more unit than the earlier versions. The 
unit that was added is the unit GLCLNUMD.PAS, which contains all program parts 
(procedures and statements), that make use of numerical data and/or guesses, which 
are specific for the actual situation for the EG-plant at the Moerdijk Vestiging. Placing 
all these program parts together in one unit should make it more simple to adjust the 
program later to possibly reevaluated data and guesses. 

The procedures in the application specific units fulfill roughly the following tasks: 

GLCLDECL.PAS: Declaration of all common variables 

GLCLMENU .PAS: Specification of all menu details 

GLCLINIT.PAS: Specification of the initial values and initial setup 

GLCLNUMD.PAS: Specification of specific numerical values and guesses 

GlCLREAC.PAS: Calculation of the output of the reactor 

GLCLFLSH.PAS: Calculation of the outputs of the flash distillation 

GLCLRCCL.PAS: Calculation of the recycling operation of the plant 

GLCLCRIT.PAS: Determination of the revenue of the production process 

The procedures in the different general units fulfill roughly the following tasks: 

DECL.PAS: General type and array definitions used in all later units 

FNDMAX.PAS: Determination of the maximum of a one-dimensional function 

LUSOLV.PAS: Solution of a linear matrix equation 

MENU.PAS: Menu operations 

PLOT.PAS: Plot operations 

The total source code consisted of approximately 4200 lines of code, which by the 
Borland command line compiler (TPC.EXE) could be compiled in a few seconds. 
Earlier listings of the source code have been given in (Groot Wassink, [1992]) and 
(van Egmond [1993]). 
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The final source code is stored on a floppy disk, that accompanies this report. This 
floppy disk also contains, in addition to the executable program GLCLPROD.EXE 
and an example default data file GLCLPROD.PAS, also the Turbo-Pascal source 
codes, the Borland Turbo-Pascal 6.0 command line compiler TPC.EXE and some 
auxiliary progams. 

4.2 Main Procedures of the Program 

As discussed in Section 2.1 the program GLCLPROD offers three distinct operation 
modes, which can be selected by the user interactively 

• Evaluation of the criterion function (financial revenue) for a specific set of input 
parameters 

• Plot of the criterion function values for a range of values of the main input 
variable 

• Determination of the value of the main input variable for which the criterion 
function has a maximum 

Each of these possible options can be selected in the menus put up at the screen by 
menu procedures controlled from within the main program GLCLPROD.PAS. Before 
such selections can be made, however, first a common initialization is to be carried 
out. This is accomplished by a call from within the main program GLCLPROD.PAS 
(see source text) to the procedures 

nameinputoutputfiles 
readinproblemdefaults 

( Unit GLCLINIT.PAS ) 
(Unit GLCLINIT.PAS) 

The appropriate menu is thereafter drawn on the screen by the procedure 

drawmenu (Unit MENU.PAS) 

and the numerical values are filled in and subsequently manipulated by the procedures 

initmenus 
fillm(enu)data 
readm( enu )data 

(Unit GLCLMENU.PAS) 
(Unit GLCLMENU.PAS) 
(Unit GLCLMENU.PAS) 

The calls to the actual evaluation procedures are made from within the main program. 
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After the initialization, the three earlier mentioned tasks are accomplished by calls to 
procedures to be described below in the following way: 

Calculation of the production and the corresponding value of the criterion 
function for a specific set of input parameters 

The main computation task within the program is carried out by a call to the proce
dure 

evalcrit = evaluation of the financial revenue (Unit GLCLCRIT.PAS) 

This procedure receives its numerical data on the actual production from a call to 
the procedure 

evalprod =evaluation of the chemical production(Unit GLCLCRIT.PAS) 

which in turn puts calls to the procedure 

evalrccl = evaluation of the production results (Unit GLCLRCCL.PAS) 
under the given constraints on the 
amount of steam in the E-410 or on 
the amount of water in the C-401 

and the simpler procedures 

evaldeg2teg = evaluation of TEG in the R-551 
evalsteam = evaluation of the required steam 

(Unit GLCLCRIT.PAS) 
(Unit GLCLCRIT.PAS) 

The procedure 'evalrccl' is the main calculation procedure of the program: It evaluates 
the chemical production for either a given amount of steam in the reboiler E-410, or 
a calculated amount of steam that corresponds to a given amount of H20 left in the 
unit C-401. In the latter case the calculation of the amount of steam in the reboiler 
E-410 that results in the given fixed amount of water in the C-401 is taken care of 
in the procedure 'evalrccl' itself. To this end the earlier (in Section 2.1) discussed 
(outer) iterative approach is required. The numerical data on the production results 
for given initial values (the 'forward' evaluation) are generated in 'evalrccl' by a call 
to the procedure 

evalmegr = evaluation of the production results (Unit GLCLRCCL.PAS ) 
taking into account the recycling of 
MEG, DEG, TEG and PEG 
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In the procedure 'evalmegr' an (inner) iterative appraoch is used, to take care of the 
recycling. For the ('forward') evaluation of the production for given initial conditions 
the procedure 'evalmegr' puts in a single call to the procedure 

evalreac = evaluation of the reactor-output (Unit GLCLREAC.PAS) 

and three subsequent calls (for each of the three flash units seperately) to the 
procedure 

evalflsh = evaluation of the flash unit-output (Unit GLCLFLSH.PAS) 

The calculations in the procedure 'evalreac' are straightforward thanks to the use of 
the analytical solution. Only a single call is needed to the procedure 

evalxmrr =evaluation of the mole ratios in (Unit GLCLREAC.PAS) 
the (liquid) output of the reactor 

The calculations in the procedure 'evalflsh' for the determination of the output of the 
flash units as a function of the input of both chemical material and heat, are (once 
more) iterative in nature. The calculations can be thought of to be carried out at in 
two phases. First, for a guessed value of the vapor /liquid weight ratio in the output 
and the given composition of the input material the corresponding composition of the 
liquid and vapor parts of the output can be evaluated by a call to the procedure 

evalymrf =evaluation of the mole ratios in the (Unit GLCLFLSH.PAS) 
in the vapor output of the flash unit 
for a guessed vapor /liquid weight ratio 

Having found the composition of the vapor part of the output, the heat required to 
generate this output corresponding to the guessed vapor /liquid weight ratio can be 
determined. If this heat corresponds to the real heat input to the particular flash unit, 
then the second phase of the calculation is finished. If not, then a new guess for the 
vapor /liquid ratio should be generated and the first phase of the calculation should 
be repeated. This generation of a new guess is accomplished within the procedure 
'evalflsh'. This process is to be repeated until calculated heat input corresponds to 
the actual heat input. 

An extra calculation-time increasing factor in the present case is the fact, that the 
calculation of the composition of the vapor part of the output of the flash unit is again 
not straight forward but itself also iterative in nature. 
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Graphically plotting of the results as a function of the main input param
eter (=the Water /EO weight ratio in the input) 

The plotting task in the program is carried out by the procedure 

plotxy = plotting of the values y(x) as a function of x (Unit PLOT.PAS) 

which thereto makes use of the results generated with the procedure 

xyplotpts = evaluation of y(x) for a given value of x (Unit GLCLCRIT.PAS ) 

The procedure 'xyplots' makes use of the calculation procedure 'glclcrit' described 
above for the evaluation of the criterion function values 

Determination of the value of x for which the criterion function has a 
maximum 

The maximization task in the program is carried out by the procedure 

findmaxfx = determination of the value of x 
for which f(x) has a maximum 

(Unit FNDMAX.PAS) 

The procedure 'fndmaxf' too makes use of the calculation procedure 'glclcrit' described 
above for the evaluation of the criterion function values 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding Remarks 

Preliminary versions of the the program GLCLPROD were tested extensively by the 
industrial trainees Groot Wassink (Groot Wassink (1992)) and van Egmond (van 
Egmond (1993)). Their work resulted in a great number of improvements and addi
tions to the original program. Yet a rigorous evaluation of the program was not yet 
possible as a result of the inaccuracies in the measurement of the production plant 
data. 

Both trainees reported possible causes for the discrepancies between the calculated and 
measured results. Neither of both, however, pointed towards errors in the results of 
the program GLCLPROD sofar. Yet errors in the model cannot yet completely ruled 
out and more experimentation with better measuring equipment will be necessary. 

For more details on the model as well as on the program GLCLPROD, the reader is 
referred to the final reports of the trainees 
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Appendix A 

A Short User Manual (in Dutch) 
for the program GLCLPROD 
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GLCLPROD.DOC 

Korte beschrijving en gebruiksaanwijzing van het IWDE-programma GLCLPROD 

Inhoud 

1. Inleiding 

2. Programma structuur en programma onderdelen 

3. Bestanden op de floppy (disk) 

4. Hoe te beginnen 

5. Hoe wijzigingen aan te brengen 

1. Inleiding 

Het IWDE-programma GLCLPROD is een in Turbo-Pascal geschreven programma, dat 
interactief de volgende drie taken uit kan voeren: 

A: het berekenen van de gerecycelde hoeveelheid MEG in afhankelijkheid 
van a) de Water/EO-verhouding in het inputmengsel, 

b) de overige aanwezige glycolfracties in het inputmengsel en 
c) de toegevoerde hoeveelheid stoom, 

alsmede het berekenen van de financiele opbrengst van de output als 
functie van ingegeven prijzen 

B: de grafische weergave van de opbrengst als functie van de 
Water/EO-verhouding in het inputmengsel. 

C: het bepalen van de (optimale) opbrengst in afhankelijkheid van 
diezelfde Water/EO-verhouding, de toegevoerde hoeveelheid stoom 
en de prijzen van de verschillende producten, 

(Onder 'Water' wordt verstaan de totale hoeveelheid water plus de gercycelde 
Glucolfracties, waaraan bij het ingaan van de R-401-reactor de 
EO-hoeveelheid wordt toegevoegd. ( De 'chemische stof water' wordt in het 
programma en in deze beschrijving aangeduid met H20 !)) 

2. Programmastructuur en programma onderdelen: 

Het (Turbo-)Pascal programma is opgebouwd uit een hoofd programma GLCLPROD.PAS 
en een achttal voor GLCLPROD.PAS specifieke (Pascal-)units en een vijftal 
algemene programma units: 

1 GLCLDECL.PAS 1 DECL .PAS 
2 GLCLMENU.PAS 2 FNDMAX.PAS 
3 GLCLINIT.PAS 3 LUSOLV.PAS 
4 GLCLNUMD.PAS 4 MENU .PAS 
5 GLCLREAC.PAS 5 PLOT .PAS 
6 GLCLFLSH.PAS 
7 GLCLRCCL.PAS 
B GLCLCRIT.PAS 
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GLCLPROD.DOC 

In het hoofdprogramma GLCLPROD.PAS (zie de programma-tekst) wordt allereerst 
het programma geinitialiseerd met de procedures 

nameinputoutputfiles 
readinproblemdefaults 

( uit unit 
( I I I I 

GLCLINIT.PAS ) 
, ) 

Vervolgens wordt het menu op het scherm gebracht met behulp van de procedure 

drawmenu 

en de procedures 

initmenus 
fillm(enu)data 

( uit unit MENU.PAS ) 

uit unit 
uit unit 

GLCLMENU. PAS 
GLCLMENU.PAS 

De interactief ingegeven keuzen worden ingelezen met de procedure 

readm(enu)data uit unit GLCLMENU.PAS 

waarna de hoven aangegeven taken als volgt worden uitgevoerd: 

Taak A: het berekenen van de financiele opbrengst van de output als 
------ functie van ingegeven prijzen alsmede de chemische samenstelling 

van die output, en, (in detail) 
de gerecycelde hoeveelheid MEG in afhankelijkheid van de 
(reactie-) Water/EO-verhouding, de overige gerecyclede glycol 
fracties en de toegevoerde hoeveelheid stoom, 

Taak A wordt uitgevoerd met de procedure: 

evalcrit (=evaluate financial crit) ( uit unit GLCLCRIT.PAS ) 

die geldbedragen hangt aan de chemische output berekend met de procedure 

evalprod (=evaluate chemical output) uit unit GLCLCRIT.PAS ) 

Deze laatste procedure 'evalprod' berekent de chemische output door de 
aanroep van de procedures 

evalrccl (=evaluatie met recycling) 
evaldeg2teg (=output of the R-551) 
evalsteam (berekening van de stoom) 

Binnen de procedure 'evalrccl' wordt 

uit unit 
uit unit 
uit unit 

GLCLRCCL.PAS 
GLCLCRIT.PAS 
GLCLCRIT.PAS 

ofwel voor een gegeven input van stoom in de reboiler E-410 de 
productie van het chemisch proces bepaald met inachtneming van de 
recycling van MEG, DEG, TEG en PEG, 
ofwel de hoeveelheid stoom berekend, die nodig is om na het laatste 
flash vat een gegeven hoeveelheid water nog in het mengsel te hebben 
alsmede de bij deze stoom input behorende output met inachtneming 
van de recycling van MEG, DEG, TEG en PEG, 
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Voor de berekening van het chemisch resultaat met inachtneming van de 
recycling van MEG, DEG, TEG en PEG, wordt in de procedure 'evalrccl' 
in volgorde eenmaal de procedure 

evalreac (=evaluaeer de R-401-output) ( uit unit GLCLREAC.PAS 

gebruikt en driemaal, voor ieder van de drie flash units apart, de 
procedure 

evalflsh (=evalueer de flash unit output) ( uit unit GLCLFLSH.PAS 

Binnen de procedure 'evalreac' wordt in de procedure 

evalxmrr (=evalueer de molratios v.d. reactor) unit GLCLREAC.PAS 

de analytische oplossing gegenereerd van de reactorvergelijkingen. 

Binnen de procedure 'evalflsh' wordt telkens in de procedure 

evalymrf (=evalueer de molratios v.d. flash unit) ( unit GLCLFLSH.PAS 

de samenstelling van de flash unit output bepaald in afhankelijkheid van 
de (geschatte) waarde van de damp/vloeistof verhouding. Binnen 
'evalflsh' wordt de juiste damp/vloeistof verhouding iteratief bepaald 

Taak B: de grafische weergave van de opbrengst. 

Taak B wordt uitgevoerd met de plotprocedure 

plotxy uit unit PLOT.PAS 

die daarvoor gebruik maakt van de resultaten gegenereerd met de 
procedure 

xyplotpts ( uit unit GLCLCRIT.PAS ) 

Taak C: de (optimale) opbrengst in afhankelijkheid van diezelfde (reactie) 
------ Water/EO-verhouding en de prijzen van de verschillende producten, 

Taak C wordt uitgevoerd met de procedure 

fndmaxfx (uit unit FNDMAX.PAS) 

Deze procedure zoekt het (beperkte) maximum van de functie 

critf (uit unit GLCLCRIT.PAS) 

welk maximum in detail wordt uitgerekend door de bij taak A genoemde 
procedure 

evalcrit ( uit unit GLCLCRIT.PAS ) 

De variabelen, die in het programma gebruikt worden, worden voor het 
merendeel (globaal) gedeclareerd in de unit DECL.PAS en GLCLDECL.PAS. 
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De default waarden van de voornaamste variabelen worden door het programma 
gelezen uit de inputdata file 

GLCLPROD.DAT 

De berekende resultaten worden (by default) weergegeven op het scherm. 
Indien gewenst kunnen de resultaten ook naar de (default) outputfiles 

GLCLPROD.OUT en GLCLPROD.PLT 

worden weggeschreven 

3. Bestanden op de Floppy (disk) 

a. De root-directory 

In de root directory van de floppy disk (3 1/4 DD:720K) staan de programma's 
waarmee het IWDE-programma GLCLPROD direct kan worden uit gevoerd: 

In deze directory staan naast de subdirectory 

de 'programma' files: 

* GLCLPROD.DAT 
GLCLPROD.DOC 

* GLCLPROD.EXE 
GLCLPROD.OUT 
GLCLPROD.PLT 

* EGAVGA .BGI 

SOURCE 

de data-file om de default waarden in te lezen 
deze file ! 
het eigenlijke (executable) programma 
een voorbeeld van een output-file 
een voorbeeld van een plotfile 
grafische driver om te kunnen plotten 

Aileen de eerste, de derde en de laatste file z~Jn noodzakelijk om het 
programma GLCLPROD te draaien. De twee files voor de laatste worden telkens 
overschreven als er output naar files verstuurd wordt. 

Starten vanuit de root directory: 

Het programma kan worden gestart met het commando 

GLCLPROD 

Een interessantere manier van starten geeft het echter het een-letter-commando 

R 

Dit commando start de batchfile R.BAT, die voordat GLCLPROD gestart wordt een 
eventuele muis activeert met het commando 

MENU GLCLPROD.MNU 
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N.B.: 

Om het opstarten met muis vanuit de root directory mogelijk te maken zijn 
ook de files 

R .BAT 
GLCLMSE.MNU 
MENU .COM 

batch-file om GLCLPROD opte starten met muis 
file die de gewenste muiseigenschappen bevat 
programma om een muis te activeren 

in deze root directory aanwezig. 

Wanneer het programma eenmaal met 'R' opgestart is, kan steeds van het scherm 
afgelezen worden wat de volgende actie is om het programma naar believen te 
laten werken. 

b. De Subdirectory 'SOURCE' 

In de subdirectory SOURCE zijn allereerst alle source teksten (als .PAS-files) 
aanwezig van alle eerder genoemde programma-units en het hoofdprogramma, samen 
met de gecompileerde versies daarvan (Als respectievelijk .TPU and EXE-files). 
Dit betreft dus in het bijzonder de files 

DECL PAS DECL TPU 
ZERO PAS ZERO TPU 
LUSOLV PAS LUSOLV TPU 
MENU PAS MENU TPU 
PLOT PAS PLOT TPU 

GLCLDECL.PAS GLCLDECL.TPU 
GLCLMENU.PAS GLCLMENU.TPU 
GLCLINIT.PAS GLCLINIT.TPU 
GLCLNUMD. PAS GLCLNUMD.TPU 
GLCLREAC.PAS GLCLREAC.TPU 
GLCLFLSH.PAS GLCLFLSH.TPU 
GLCLRCCL.PAS GLCLRCCL.TPU 
GLCLCRIT.PAS GLCLCRIT.TPU 

en: 
GLCLPROD.PAS GLCLPROD.EXE 

Om het geheel compleet te maken en het programma GLCLPROD oak in deze SOURCE 
directory te kunnen draaien ontbreken zijn deze directory ook de andere files 
uit de root-directory opnieuw aanwezig: 

GLCLPROD.DAT 
GLCLPROD.OUT 
GLCLPROD.PLT 
EGAVGA .BGI 
MENU .COM 
GLCLMSE .MNU 

Naast deze speciaal t.b.v het IWDE-programma GLCLPROD gegenereerde files z~Jn 
in deze subdirectory oak de Turbo-Pascal (v.6.0) programmaonderdelen aanwezig, 
waarmee de (Pascal-)source teksten vertaald (gecompileerd) kunnen worden. 
Deze programmaonderdelen zijn te vinden in de files: 

TPC .EXE 
TURBO .TPL 
EGAVGA.BGI 
GRAPH .TPU 

Turbo-Pascal commandline compiler 
Turbo-Pascal standaard routines unit 
Grafisce Driver voor EGA\VGA schermen 
Turbo-Pascal grafische routines unit 
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Om met deze programma onderdelen een mogelijk gewijzgde tekst te compileren 
kan worden gemaakt van de batchfile: 

T.BAT 

Het commando 'T' zorgt ervoor dat de totdan toe veranderde (Turbo-Pascal) 
sourcefiles, voor zover als nodig, (opnieuw) worden gecompileerd, waarna het 
niew gecompileerde pogramma wordt opgestart. 

Een plezierige editor om de source-teksten te W1JZ1gen is het Editor-programma 
QEDIT. De files die nodig zijn om deze editor op een simpele manier aan te 
roepen is de batch file 

Q.BAT 

Het daarmee corresponderende een-letter commando 

Q 

roept niet alleen de QE-editor aan, maar activeert vooraf ook nog een op deze 
editor aangepast muis-menu (QE-MNU) aan. De programma's die daarvoor nodig zijn 
de volgende files in de sub-directory SOURCE: 

Q .BAT 
QE.HLP 
QE.CFG 
QE.EXE 
QE.MNU 

De QE-editor is geen 'vrije' of 'Public Domain' editor, maar een 'shareware'
achtig programma. Dit wil zeggen, dat men verwacht, dat de gebruiker, na een 
uitprobeerperiode voor het programma betaalt. 

Het laatste programma in de SOURCE-directory is het programma 

DC.COM 

Dit is een eenvoudige 'filemanager', die het mogelijk maakt programma's te 
lezen en op files bewerkingen zoals copy, delete, print etc. uit te voeren. 

4. Hoe te beginnen 

Zoals al eerder opgemerkt kan het programma zowel in de root-directory als in 
de subdirectory SOURCE worden gestart. In beide gevallen is het noodzakelijke 
commando: 

R (van Run) 

Het programma start daarna direct op met een IWDE-LOGO, dat uit zichzelf na 
5 seconden weer verdwijnt om plaats te maken voor een gedeeltelijke opgave 
van de (via de file GLCLPROD.DAT) ingelezen default waarden. De manier om deze 
waarden te veranderen is ofwel de waarden in de default datafile GLCLPROD.DAT 
overeenkomstig te wijzigen, ofwel in de volgende menu's de waarden interactief 
aan te passen. 

Eenmaal opgestart laat het programma op het scherm steeds zien welke keys 
nodig zijn om het programma naar wens af te wikkelen. 
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5. Hoe het programma te wijzigen 

Voor eventueel gewenste wijzigingen kan men uitstekend gebruik maken van de 
eerder besproken editor QE. Het opstarten daarvan gaat het eenvoudigst met het 
een-letter commando: 

Q 

Om een file in te lezen moet men eerst gewoon ENTER indrukken, waarna aalle 
files van de hele directory als keuzemogelijkheid verschijnt. 

Na een keuze kan men aan de slag met de wijzigingen. 

Zijn alle wijzigingen gereed, dan geeft de QE-editor de mogelijkheid door 
intoetsen van Alt-F9 om de QE-editor tijdelijk te verlaten om na te gaan of het 
programma foutloos genoeg is om gecompileerd te worden. Dit gaat uitstekend met 
de al eerder besproken commandline-compiler TPC.EXE, die het plezierigst aan
geroepen kan worden met het commando 

T 

Is het programma foutloos gecompileerd,,dan wordt GLCLPROD automatisch opgestart 
en kan men het effect van de wijzigen gelijk beoordelen. 

Is het programma niet foutloos, dan kan men door CTRL-Enter, gevolgd door 
'EXIT' weer terug keren naar de QE-editor! 

Geeft het 'runnen' van het programma een z.g. 'runtime error', dan kan de 
betekenis daarvan (als de tevens gegeven korte omschrijving niet duidelijk is) 
worden teruggevonden in de officiele 'Reference Guide' van Turbo-Pascal, ofwel 
ieder andere redelijke andere handleiding. Het commando in het programma, dat de 
fout veroorzaakt kan worden met het 'T' (PC) commando 

T /f .... : .... 

waarin het adres is, dat wordt opgegeven bij de foutmelding. 

In de meeste gevallen is de hiermee verkregen informatie voldoende om adequate 
actie te ondernemen. 
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A: \>r .bat 

A:\>menu glclmse.mnu 
Menu installed 

A:\>glclprod 

G L C L P R 0 D 

Copyright: 

IWDE 1991-1994 

PROGRAM GLCLPROD 

Inputfile : GLCLPROD.DAT Output file 

Main input data (Default values) : 

EO input R401 (in ton/hr) 
Water/EO input (weight) ratio 
Guessed MEG/Water input fraction 
Maximum Steam input E410 (ton/hr) 
Minimum H20 left in C401 (ton/hr) 

CONSOLE (Default) 

Maximum DEG input R551 (ton/hr) = 

8.000 
8.000 
0.020 
8.000 
8.000 
0.200 

Prices (Default values) : 

EO (fls/ton) -800.00 
Steam ( , , ) -12.00 
MEG ( , , ) 1200.00 
DEG ( , , ) 800.00 
TEG ( , , ) 1200.00 
PEG ( I I ) 1200.00 

Press ENTER to continue ... Ctrl-Brk to quit ! ) 
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Choice of action Calculate OK ? 

Price EO (/ton) -800.000 
Price Steam (/ton) -12.000 
Price MEG (/ton) 1200.000 
Price DEG (/ton) 800.000 
Price TEG (/ton) 1200.000 
Price PEG (/ton) 1200.000 

Temp. V410 (oC) 203.000 
Temp. V420 (oC) 195.000 
Temp. E402 (oC) 182.000 

DEG (max) R551 (t/h) 0.200 

Type of evaluation Stmwt E410 fixed 

<cursor keys> MODIFY <enter> ENTER/GO 

GLCLPROD Calculation Menu: Output and Revenue (/ton EO) 

Water/EO mass ratio 
EO Input (ton/h) 
H20 C401 (ton/h) 
Steam E410 (ton/h) 

Fraction MEG/Water 
Fraction DEG/Water 
Fraction TEG/Water 
Fractioft PEG/Water 

Medium for output 
Name of output file 
Type 6f output 
Outputlevel (00-05) 

Type of evaluation 

<cursor keys> MODIFY 

8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 

0.020 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Screen 
GLCLPROD.OUT 
Final Results 

2 

Stmwt E410 fixed 

<enter> ENTER/GO 

OK ? 

<esc> 

<esc> 

EVALPROD: Evaluation of the production for a WATER/EO-ratio (wtrwr) 

Procedure EVALRCCL started: Please wait . . . 
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New EVALRCCL-iteration: 

mgwfr(action) = 0.020000 stmwt (E410) 8.000000 h2owt{C401) = 0.000000 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

minnorm at start = 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

minnorm at start = 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

minnorm at start = 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

minnorm at start = 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

minnorm at start = 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

0.020000 
0.007534 

0.797801 

0.015000 
0.007301 

0.492715 

0. 011250 
0. 007131 

0.263623 

0.008438 
0.007004 

0.091720 

0.006328 
0.006910 

0. 037252 

0.006937 
0.006937 

stmwt (E410) 
stmwt (E410) 

stmwt(E410) 
stmwt (E410) 

stmwt(E410) 
stmwt (E410) 

stmwt(E410) 
stmwt(E410) 

stmwt (E410) 
stmwt (E410) 

stmwt (E410) 
stmwt (E410) 

8.0000 
8.0000 

8.0000 
8.0000 

8.0000 
8.0000 

8.0000 
8.0000 

8.0000 
8.0000 

8.0000 
8.0000 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 6 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 12 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 18 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 24 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 30 

fixed 
iyrnrf = 36 

EVALRCCL: (= (Final) Evaluation of the R-401-output with recycled MEG-input) 

in: mgwfr(action) 
out: mgwfr(action) 

0.006937 
0.006937 

stmwt(E410) 
stmwt(E410) 
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End of EVALRCCL-iterations: [Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 

Convergence: Amount of recycled MEG and Steam input determined ... 

mgwfr 0.006937 stmwt (E410) 8.000000 h2owt (C401) 27.929244 

Evaluation of the R-401-output with recycled MEG-input) follows ... 

Press ENTER to continue ... ( Ctrl-Brk to quit 

Weight MEG input (ton/hr) 0.443994 MEG/Water fraction input 0.006937 
Weight MEG recycled (ton/hr)= 0.443993 MEG/Water fraction recycled= 0.006937 
Weight DEG input (ton/hr) 0.010518 DEG/Water fraction input 0.000164 
Weight DEG recycled (ton/hr) = 0.010519 DEG/Water fraction recycled= 0.000164 
Weight TEG input (ton/hr) 0.000156 TEG/Water fraction input 0.000002 
Weight TEG recycled (ton/hr) 0.000156 TEG/Water fraction recycled= 0.000002 
Weight PEG input (ton/hr) 0.000006 PEG/Water fraction input 0.000000 
Weight PEG recycled (ton/hr) 0.000006 PEG/Water fraction recycled= 0.000000 

Desired weight H20 left liquid in C401 (ton/hr) 8.000000 
Realized weight H20 left liquid in C401 (ton/hr) = 27.929244 

Weight Steam input (ton/hr) 8.000000 
Weight Steam guess (ton/hr) 9.290000 

Number of calls to evalreac 7 
Number of calls to evalymrf 42 

Press ENTER to continue ... ( Ctrl-Brk to quit 

Final results of EVALREAC and EVALFLSH calculations follow . . . 

Press ENTER to continue ... ( Ctrl-Brk to quit 
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Start of EVALMEGR: (Evaluation of recycled quantities MEG) 

in: mgwfr(action) 0.006937 

Results of EVALREAC: 

Input of the R-401-reactor: 

zmr[1] 1.000000 zwr [ 1] 
zmr[2] 19.419891 zwr[2] 
zmr[3] 0.039386 zwr[3) 
zmr [4] 0.000546 zwr [4] 
zmr[5] 0.000006 zwr[S] 
zmr[6] 0.000000 zwr [6} 

total weight (ton/hr) original 

Output 

zmr[1] 
zmr[2] 
zmr(3] 
zmr[4] 
zmr[5] 
zmr [6] 

of the R-401-reactor: 

0.000000 
18.478052 

0.925342 
0.054220 
0.002149 
0.000066 

zwr[1] 
zwr[2] 
zwr[3] 
zwr [ 4] 
zwr[5] 
zwr [ 6] 

stmwt (E410) 

1. 000000 
7.944501 
0.055499 
0.001315 
0.000019 
0.000001 

input : 

0.000000 
7.559203 
1.303891 
0.130622 
0.007325 
0.000293 

total weight (ton/hr) original output : 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

8.0000 fixed 

[Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 

zwt[1) (ton/hr) 
zwt[2] (ton/hr) 
zwt[3) (ton/hr) 
zwt[4] (ton/hr) 
zwt[S] (ton/hr) 
zwt [6] (ton/hr) 

zwt ( 1] (ton/hr) 
zwt (2] (ton/hr) 
zwt [3] (ton/hr) 
zwt[4) (ton/hr) 
zwt [5] (ton/hr) 
zwt [ 6] (ton/hr) 

8.000000 
63.556007 

0.443993 
0.010519 
0.000156 
0.000006 

72.010681 

0.000000 
60.473625 
10.431124 
1. 044972 
0.058604 
0.002343 

72.010667 

V-410: Output of EVALYMRF[ 43] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 0.143848 

zfr[2] 
zfr[3] 
zfr[4] 
zfr[5) 
zfr [ 6] 

xfr[2] 
xfr[3] 
xfr[4} 
xfr[5] 
xfr [ 6] 

yfr[2} 
yfr[3] 
yfr [ 4] 
yfr[5} 
yfr [ 6} 

0.839787 
0.144855 
0. 014511 
0.000814 
0.000033 

0.818315 
0.164113 
0.016602 
0.000933 
0.000037 

0.985326 
0.014324 
0.000344 
0.000005 
0.000000 

temperature = 203.00 

zwt[2] 
zwt[3] 
zwt[4] 
zwt[5] 
zwt [ 6] 

xwt[2} 
xwt[3] 
xwt [ 4] 
xwt[5] 
xwt [6) 

ywt[2) 
ywt[3] 
ywt[4] 
ywt[5] 
ywt [6] 

60.473625 
10.431124 
1. 044972 
0.058604 
0.002343 

51.351479 
10.298509 

1.041790 
0.058555 
0.002341 

9.122149 
0.132615 
0.003183 
0.000049 
0.000002 

pressure = 15.83 

total weight input: 72.010667 

total weight liquid: 62.752674 

total weight vapor: 9.257998 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 1. 025251 

Old value of vmfr 

New guess for vmfr 

0.143848 

0.147480 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 44 follows . . 
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V-410: Output of EVALYMRF[ 44] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 0.147480 

zfr[2] = 0.839788 zwt[2] 60.474139 
zfr[3) 0.144854 zwt[3) 10.431132 
zfr[4] 0. 014511 zwt[4] 1.044972 
zfr[5] 0.000814 zwt[5] 0.058604 
zfr[6] 0.000033 zwt [ 6] 0.002343 

total weight input: 72.011189 
xfr[2] 0.817700 xwt[2] 51.121752 
xfr[3] 0.164664 xwt[3] = 10.294610 
xfr[4] 0.016662 xwt[4] = 1. 041695 
xfr[5] 0.000937 xwt[5] 0.058554 
xfr[6] 0.000037 xwt [ 6] 0.002341 

total weight liquid: 62.518951 
yfr[2] 0.985267 ywt[2] 9.352403 
yfr [3] 0.014382 ywt [3] 0.136522 
yfr[4] 0.000345 ywt [ 4] 0.003277 
yfr[5) 0.000005 ywt[5] 0.000050 
yfr [ 6] 0.000000 ywt [6] 0.000002 

total weight vapor: 9.492254 
temperature = 203.00 pressure = 15.82 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 0.999983 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

Old value of vmfr 0.147480 

New guess for vmfr 0.147478 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 45 follows .. 

V-420: Output of EVALYMRF[ 45] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 0.165687 

zfr[2] 0.817700 zwt[2] 51.121752 
zfr(3] 0.164664 zwt[3] 10.294610 
zfr[4] 0.016662 zwt[4] 1. 041695 
zfr[5] 0.000937 zwt [ 5) 0.058554 
zfr[6] 0.000037 zwt [ 6) 0.002341 

total weight input: 62.518951 
xfr[2] 0.789408 xwt[2] 42.168340 
xfr[3] 0.190017 xwt[3] 10.150257 
xfr[4] 0.019437 xwt[4] 1.038260 
xfr[5] 0.001095 xwt [5] 0.058502 
xfr [ 6] 0.000044 xwt [6] 0.002339 

total weight liquid: 53.417698 
yfr[2] 0.983756 ywt[2] 8.953421 
yfr[3] 0.015861 ywt[3] 0.144353 
yfr[4] 0.000377 ywt[4] 0.003435 
yfr[5] 0.000006 ywt [5] 0.000051 
yfr [6) 0.000000 ywt[6) 0.000002 

total weight vapor: 9.101263 
temperature = 195.00 pressure = 13.23 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 1.025919 

Old value of vmfr 0.165687 

New guess for vmfr 0.169982 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 46 follows . . 
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V-420: Output of EVALYMRF[ 46] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 0.169982 

zfr(2] 0.817703 zwt[2] 51.122727 
zfr[3] 0.164661 zwt[3] 10.294626 
zfr[4] 0.016662 zwt [ 4] 1.041695 
zfr[5] 0.000937 zwt[5] 0.058554 
zfr[6] 0.000037 zwt [ 6] 0.002341 

total weight input: 62.519942 
xfr[2] 0.788561 xwt[2] 41.937320 
xfr[3] 0.190774 xwt[3] 10.145782 
xfr[4) 0.019521 xwt[4] 1. 038152 
xfr[5] 0.001100 xwt[5] 0.058501 
xfr[6] 0.000044 xwt[6] 0.002338 

total weight liquid: 53.182094 
yfr[2] 0.983675 ywt[2] 9.185439 
yfr[3] 0.015940 ywt[3] 0.148844 
yfr[4] 0.000379 ywt [4] 0.003543 
yfr[5] 0.000006 ywt[S) 0.000053 
yfr[6] 0.000000 ywt[6] 0.000002 

total weight vapor: 
temperature = 195.00 pressure = 13.23 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

Old value of vmfr 0.169982 

New guess for vmfr 0.169976 

0.999970 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 47 follows .. 

9.337880 

E-402: Output of EVALYMRF[ 47] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 0.194776 

zfr[2] 0.788561 zwt[2] 41. 937320 
zfr[3) 0.190774 zwt[3] 10.145782 
zfr [ 4] 0.019521 zwt[4] 1. 038152 
zfr[S] 0.001100 zwt[SJ 0.058501 
zfr[6] 0.000044 zwt [ 6] 0.002338 

total weight input: 53.182094 
xfr[2] 0.749682 xwt[2] 33.204856 
xfr[3] 0.225588 xwt[3] 9. 991704 
xfr[4] 0.023358 xwt[4] 1.034561 
xfr[ 0.001320 xwt[5] 0.058450 
xfr[6] 0.000053 xwt [6] 0.002336 

total weight liquid: 44.291907 
yfr[2] 0.982259 ywt[2] 8.732496 
yfr[3] 0.017331 ywt[3] 0.154079 
yfr[4] 0.000404 ywt[4] 0. 003591 
yfr[5] 0.000006 ywt[5] 0.000051 
yfr [6] 0.000000 ywt [6] 0.000002 

total weight vapor: 8.890220 
temperature = 182.00 pressure 9.76 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 1.023626 

Old value of vmfr 0.194776 

New guess for vmfr 0.199377 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 48 follows .. 
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E-402: Output of EVALYMRF[ 48] : Composition for (guessed) vmfr 

zfr[2) 0.788569 zwt[2] 41.939410 
zfr[3) 0.190767 zwt [3] 10.145819 
zfr[4] 0.019520 zwt [ 4] 1.038153 
zfr[5] 0. 001100 zwt[5] 0.058501 
zfr[6] 0.000044 zwt [ 6] 0.002338 

total weight input: 
xfr[2] 0.748600 xwt[2] 33.000506 
xfr[3) 0.226555 xwt[3] 9. 987193 
xfr[4] 0.023466 xwt[4] 1.034455 
xfr[5] 0.001326 xwt[5] 0.058448 
xfr [6] 0.000053 xwt [ 6] 0.002336 

total weight liquid: 
yfr[2] 0.982159 ywt[2] 8.938968 
yfr[3] 0.017429 ywt[3] 0.158627 
yfr[4] 0.000406 ywt[4] 0.003698 
yfr[5] 0.000006 ywt[5] 0.000053 
yfr[6] 0.000000 ywt [6] 0.000002 

total weight vapor: 
temperature = 182.00 pressure 9.76 

Ratio vaporwt-from-heat I guessed-(vmfr)-vaporwt 0.999938 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

Old value of vmfr 

New guess for vmfr 

0.199377 

0.199365 

Calculation of composition with EVALYMRF nr: 49 follows 

End of EVALMEGR: 

out: mgwfr(action) 0.006937 stmwt(E410) "' 8.0000 

ireac 

iymrf 

0.199377 

53.184221 

44.082938 

9.101348 

8 

48 

Results of EVALDEG2TEG: [Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 

Output before the R-551-reactor: (mr:mo1e-,wr:weight-ratio (rel to eo-input)) 

zmr[1] 
zmr[2] 
zmr[3] 
zmr[4] 
zmr[5] 
zmr[6] 

0.000000 
10.083488 

0.885961 
0.053675 
0.002143 
0.000066 

zwr[1] 
zwr[2] 
zwr[3] 
zwr [ 4] 
zwr[S] 
zwr [ 6] 

total non-H20-weight (ton/hr) 

Output after the R-551-reactor: 

omr[1] -0.010377 owr [1] 
omr[2] 10.083488 owr[2] 
omr[3] 0.885961 owr[3] 
omr[4) 0.043297 owr[4] 
omr [5] 0.012520 owr[5] 
omr [6] 0.000066 owr [ 6] 

total non-H20-weight (ton/hr) 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

= 

0.000000 zwt[1] (ton/hr) 0.000000 
4.125063 zwt[2] (ton/hr) 33.000506 
1.248399 zwt[3] (ton/hr) 9.987193 
0.129307 zwt [ 4] (ton/hr) 1.034455 
0.007306 zwt[S] (ton/hr) 0.058448 
0.000292 zwt [6] (ton/hr) 0.002336 

11.082432 

-0.010377 owt[1] (ton/hr) -0.083019 
4.125063 owt[2] (ton/hr) 33.000506 
1.248399 owt[3] (ton/hr) 9.987193 
0.104307 owt[4] (ton/hr) "' 0.834455 
0.042683 owt[S] (ton/hr) 0.341467 
0.000292 owt [ 6] (ton/hr) 0.002336 

11.082432 
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FINAL PRODUCTION RESULTS (in ton/hr) [Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 

Megprod 9. 9872 (calculated) 
Degprod = 0.8345 (calculated) 
Tegprod 0.3415 (calculated) 
Pegprod 0.0023 (calculated) 

Reflux C401 2.8000 (guessed) 
Reflux C402 7.8528 (guessed) 

H20 left C401 27.9292 (calculated) 

Steam E410 8.0000 (fixed) 
Steam E401 2. 7198 (guessed) 
Steam E405 42.1945 (guessed) 
Steam meg 14.1825 (guessed) 
Steam deg 0.2898 (guessed) 
Steam teg 1.1489 (guessed) 

Vapor C401 -7.8713 (calculated) 

Total steam 60.6643 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

FINAL FLASH SECTION RESULTS (in ton/hr) 

V-410: 

[Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 

V-420: 

E-402: 

total weight input 
total weight liquid 
total weight vapor 

temperature = 203.00 

total weight input 
total weight liquid 
total weight vapor 

temperature = 195.00 

total weight input 
total weight liquid 
total weight vapor 

temperature = 182.00 

Press ENTER to continue ... 
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72.011189 
62.518951 

9.492254 

pressure = 15.82 

62.519942 
53.182094 

9.337880 

pressure = 13.23 

53.184221 
44.082938 

9.101348 

pressure= 9.76 



EVALCRIT: Specific revenue (in fls/ton EO) per hour: [Wtr/EO-ratio= 8.000] 
Price R-401 Flash R-551 Total 

eo -800.00 (/ton/hr) -800.00 + 0.00 + -8.30 -808.30 
stm -12.00 (/ton/hr) -4.08 + -86.92 + 0.00 -91.00 
meg 1200.00 (/ton/hr) 1498.08 + -66.60 + 0.00 1431.48 
deg 800.00 (/ton/hr) 103.45 + -1.05 + -20.00 82.39 
teg 1200.00 (/ton/hr) 8.77 + -0.02 + 42.45 51.20 
peg 1200.00 (/ton/hr) 0.35 + -0.00 + 0.00 0.35 

total for all components 806.56 + -154.59 + 14.15 666.12 

criterion value 666.12 (/ton EO/hr) 5328.97 (/ 8. 00 ton EO /hr) 

Direct calculation of specific and total revenue (for EO-input 8.00 ton/hr): 

1.010377 ( 8. 083019) * -800.00 = -808.30 (-6466.42) 
7.583031 (60.664252) * -12.00 -91.00 ( -727. 97) 
1.192900 ( 9.543200) * 1200.00 1431.48 (11451. 84) 
0.104307 ( 0.834455) * 800.00 82.39 ( 659.15) 
0.042683 ( 0.341467) * 1200.00 51.20 ( 409.57) 
0.000292 ( 0. 002336) * 1200.00 0.35 ( 2. 80) 

Press ENTER to continue ... 

GLCLPROD Calculation Menu: Output and Revenue (/ton EO) 

Water/EO mass ratio 
EO Input (ton/h) 
H20 C401 (ton/h) 
Steam E410 (ton/h) 

Fraction MEG/Water 
Fraction DEG/Water 
Fraction TEG/Water 
Fraction PEG/Water 

Medium for output 
Name of output file 
Type of output 
Outputlevel (00-05) 

Type of evaluation 

<cursor keys> MODIFY 

8.000 
8.000 

27.929 
8.000 

0.007 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Screen 
GLCLPROD.OUT 
Final Results 

2 

Stmwt E410 fixed 

<enter> ENTER/GO 

BACK TO MAIN MENU 

B.10 

OK ? 

<esc> QUIT 



GLCLPROD M A I N M E NU 

Choice of action = Calculate 

Price EO (/ton) = -800.000 
Price Steam (/ton) = -12.000 
Price MEG (/ton) 1200.000 
Price DEG (/ton) 800.000 
Price TEG (/ton) 1200.000 
Price PEG (/ton) = 1200.000 

Temp. V410 (oC) = 203.000 
Temp. V420 (oC) = 195.000 
Temp. E402 (oC) = 182.000 

""' 
DEG(max) R551 (t/h) = 0.200 

= 
Type of evaluation = Stmwt E410 fixed 

<cursor keys> MODIFY <enter> ENTER/GO <esc> QUIT 

STOP ? (Y/N) 

A:\> 
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